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Panthers hake off Delta Devils
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By Evan White, The Panther

A roaring crowd: Panther fans go wild as the team defeats the Delta Devils 26-21 during the Homecoming game.
By Dontae McCray
Panther Staff
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The Panther football team defeated
the Mississippi Valley State Delta Devils, 2621, in a thrilling match Saturday that had fans
on their feet to the very end.
A key to the Panthers' success was
the running game. Sophomore running back
Donald Babers had 215 yards on the ground
and two touchdowns.
The Devils gave the Panthers a tough
test as their quarterback Paul Roberts led
them to a score on their first possession.
It was early in the second quarter
when the Panthers scored their first touchdown by Babers. The Panthers missed the
extra point to pull within one point of the Devils.
The Delta Devils then orche trated a
drive to take a 14-6 lead with a Ronald Brewer
touchdown run.

With the crowd rallying behind them,
the Panthers scored with just 23 seconds left
in the first half. Quarterback Chris Gibson
capped off the 9-play, 61-yard drive with a
touchdown run.
The momentum of the game shifted
for the Panthers in the third quarter when
conference tackle leader, Zach East, forced a
fumble and the Panthers recovered. On the
very next play, the Panthers' offense scored
with Mark Spivey throwing a 61-yard touchdown nass to Shaun Stephens. The Panthers,
who dominated the line of scrimmage, continued to do so and Babers scored his second
rushing touchdown of the day from 37 yards
out, sending the entire crowd into a frenzy as
the Panthers took a 12 point lead with 11:16 remaining in the fourth quarter.
The Panthers' work was not complete
as Roberts led the Devils to a 10-play, 53 yard
drive where he ran in for the two-yard score
with 6:38 left on the clock.
The Panthers ran as much time as

Homecoming coronation presents royal court

they could off the clock and left the Devils with
2:08 after Gibson threw an incompletion on a
fourth down to turn the ball over on downs.
The Panther fans could nearly taste
the victory. After the Devils' two first downs,
the play was centered on the Panthers' 46yard line. The cl'owd rose to their feet to cheer
on the defense. The Devils received a holding
penalty to back them up and the Panthers'
defense sacked them on two of the next three
plays. After another incompletion from Roberts the Panthers kneeled the ball to seal the
victory.
Annette Sneed, a class of 1982 alumna, said, " I am a regular visitor of the Homecoming game and I am happy to see them be
victorious at Homecoming and to be having a
good season."
With this victory the Panthers improve to 5-2 overall and 4-2 in the conference.
Next week, the Panthers will travel to Pine
Bluff, Ark. to take on the Arkansas-Pine Bluff
Golden Lions.

Class of 1957 hosts
anniversary banquet
By Alexis Benton
Panther Staff
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A regal evening: The Homecoming court poses by the enchanted kingdom.
By Whitney Harris
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. The 2007 Homecoming court was
recogmzed at the annual coronation ceremony
held Oct. 24 in the Opal Johnson-Smith Auditorium.
"A Night in the Enchanted Kingdom~
was the theme with Mr. and Miss Prairie View,
Mark A. Williams II and Jamie L. Jackson, as
the honorees.
Audreya Henson served as the
evening's narrator while the outer and inner
2007-08 courts were presented. Some of the
representatives for the outer court included
Magan Curry and Seifullah Schollield as r,.{r.
and Miss MANNRS, Whitney Nolan-Campbell
and Rodney Thomas as Mr. and Miss NAACP.
Brittanee Barnes and Christopher Harris represented the Baptist Student Movement.
.
"I tl_iought that was really cool and
different having two courts," said sophomore
Alyssa Rhodes. "It gave everyone a chance to
be recognized and feel important. Not everyone has to be Miss PV. I can be Miss 'Honors

Program' and still feel special."
The inner court included-freshman
king and queen Zachary Taylor and Chantel
Jones, sophomores Kyler Taylor and Joi Reece, junior representatives Richard White and
Alexis Tanner and seniors Kamarion Sowell
and Austee Matthews. The audience eagerly
welcomed Jackson and Williams after the second attendants Andre Hilton and Angel Porter
and first attendants Jermonte Henderson and
Christiana Harris were presented.
The evening continued after the announcement of the court with an ethnic dance
along with a song performed by Phi Mu Alpha
Fraternity, Inc.
"The ethnic dancing gave it [coronation] a different and unique twist. Phi Mu
Alpha is always good-they're the best," said
Rhodes.
Upstairs in the MSC ballroom, !he
Office of Student Activities hosted a reception
for the royal court that included dancing, a live
DJ, cake and punch.
"I had a lot of fun," Rhodes said. "Everyone looked so nice, and I liked that Jamie
danced and took pictures with everyone. They
were both so warm and genuine."

Prairie View A&M University's class
of 1957 celebrated its golden anniversary Saturday during a banquet in honor of the alumni
and their continued contributions to their
alma mater . .
This Homecoming, the class of 1957
presented the university with a scholarship
endowment of $200,000, the highest mark
achieved by any class so far. The class members raised all contributions and donations
during previous years. The donor levels ranged
from patron, which denoted a contribution of
$250 to $499, to platinum, which denoted the
highest contribution of $5,000 plus.
The banquet was held at the Willie Albert Tempton Memorial Student Center
ballroom and was presided over by university
president Dr. George Wright who gave a warm
welcome and extended his gratitude toward
the alumni.
An invocation was given by the class
assistant treasurer, Rev. Richard D. Hayes,
followed by greetings from Clem Daniels,
president of the PVAMU Alumni Association
and Clemon Wesley, president of the class of
1957.
"The most enjoyable thing about
this journey is to look back and see everybody
smiling," stated Wesley. "We hope the next
class surpasses our goal because it would be
something that everyone would be able to benefit from."
Edie Charlot, community relations
specialist, helped coordinate the banquet,
which was among many of the recognitions
the alumni were presented with during Homecoming.
"There is a lot of background work
involved that many people don't see but the
outcome is always worth it," stated Charlot.
After the luncheon the donors in attendance were presented with golden class
pens and the celebration was concluded with
the singing of the alma mater.
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UniVersity College holds majors fair
By Burks Titus
Panther Staff

New sports bar offers students
convenience and entertainment
By Alexis Benton
Panther Staff

University College hosted
a majors fair in the MSC ballroom
on Oct. 30. The fair was open to all
students and gave deans and department heads an opportunity to
interact with students on a personal
level.
"This fair gave students the
opportunity to build connections
with different colleges and majors,"
said Doris Morgan-Bloom, an academic advisor for University College.
SLx hundred prospective
Prairie View students visited the
majors fair in hopes of clarifying
their career and major choice. Forest Brook High School located in
Houston, Texas, had the highest attendance of the high schools.
"I got a lot of information
that pertained to scholarships and
my future major which is communications," said Joneka Pardue of Forest Brook High School.
Students were also given
the opportunity to get a head start
on applying for financial aid. Staff
members were on hand to answer
questions and offer advice on filing
for student aid.
Students also took advantage of the opportunity to seek
information pertaining to summer
internships. Nykeki Broussard of
INROADS supplied information on
obtaining corporate internships in
cities such as Chicago, Dallas, and

Planning for the future: A student talks with a university
official during the maj ors fair Tuesday, Oct. 30, in the MSC.
Houston.
Lai'Kua Gill of Smiley High
School felt that her attendance at the
fair gave her a head start on choo ing a career after college. "I felt that
the majors fair gave me a chance to
get information pertaining to all of
my academic concerns," she said.
Deans and department
heads were on hand to meet prospective students and give them an
overall description of each represented major.
The fair gave students a
chance to consider many career

choices.
"Although I am a senior the
majors fair gave me a wider perspective of career choices after graduation," said DeCreasha Nolan.
The majors fair was overseen and coordinated by Fred Bragg
who serves as an academic advisor
in the University College.
Overall the University College majors fair achieved its goals of
educating the student body, providing valuable academic connections,
and correcting any misconceptions
regarding a specific college major.

Prairie View A&M University's first ever sports bar, The
Purple Zon e, opened at Ferrell Hall
Wednesday, Oct. 24.
The new dining facility offers more than 50 seats for students
and faculty members and displays
constant sporting events in high
definition on four flat screen televisions.
Conveniently placed inside
the university's laundromat, the bar
offers a variety of appetizers, entrees, and non-alcoholic drink specials.
Dishes ranging from jumbo
buffalo shrimp and garden salads, to
rib eye steak and sweet potato fries
are all just a sample of the full menu
available. Prices are also reasonably
suited.
Julies Jackson, a 22-yearold senior business major, feels that
the bar definitely offers students expediency from the usual places available on and surrounding campus.
"I don't have a car so it's really great for me if I have to work in
the lab next door or wash my clothes.
I can grab a bite to eat and watch a
game without leaving the parking
lot," said Jackson, who works across
the street from the bar at the university's store front.
The bar serves as a place

By Evan White, The Panther

The Purple Zone: Students
converse at the university's
new sports bar in Farrell Hall.
of entertainment for many students
who live on campus.
"Usually everyone just
stays in their room to watch a big
game," said 19-year-old sophomore
Erin Willis. "This bar will give students the chance to catch a meal if
the dining hall is closed and to meet
up with friends."
Hours of operation are
Monday through Wednesday, 4 p.m.
to 10 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Organizations hold voter registration drive Farewell Bill Orman, alumnus
dents on campus to vote, a friendly different organizations involved is a
and professor of education
By De dtric Ray
competition is also being held be- great idea," srud freshman agricul-

Panther Staff

tween campus organizations. Those
organizations include all members
A voter registration drive of the PAN and the Student Governbegan last Wednesday during Hump ment Association.
b ay and will last until \lie· voting ,
The oal of the competiregistration period ends. #
.
tion for each organization is to get as
The purpose of the drive is many eligible students to register as
to get Prairie View students involved they can. The organization with the
in the community. Last year, Prairie most registered voters at the end of
View A&M University had over 800 the competition wins.
registered voters and less than half
"I think that with other
of that number actually turned out organizations getting involved it
to vote.
will increase the number of voters
"The drive is for students we get on the yard,'' said Cooksey.
to get involved in the political pro- "Students and organizations have
cess at Prairie View," said registra- stepped up and that's all it takes."
tion head Charli Cooksey. "If Prairie
Some students seem to feel
View students voted we could run the same way Cooksey feels and beWaller County."
lieve it will be successful.
In an effort to get more stu"I think that getting a lot of

ture major Kedrick Hayes. "Making
it a competition between organizations is the best part of the registration drive because everyone likes to
win a little frien~ competition."
It's clear that collectively
the student body can impact conditions in Prairie View and Waller
County. Some university students
are concerned with maldng sure the
votes count. Cooksey wants students
to know that shouldn't be a concern.
"We're here to make sure
our votes count," added Cooksey. "If
we want things to change around the
community, it has to start with us."
Eligible students can register at Hump Day, Wednesdays until
voter registration ends.

Department holds second guest lecture

By Burks Titus, The Panther

Journeys beyond graduation: Lorraine Branham explains
the benefits of attending graduate school to journalism majors.
By Gabrie lla Murray
Managing Editor
The Department of Languages and Communications hosted a lecture Thursday by Lorraine
Branham, director of the School of
Journalism and the G.B. Dealey Regents Professor at the University of
Texas at Austin.
The lecture, the second in
a four part series hosted by the department this semester, began with
an introduction and was followed by
a power point presentation on the
University of Texas School of Journalism.
Branham informed students of the misrepresentation of
ethnicity due to the lack of African
Americans in the field of journalism,
the importance of graduate school,

and the necessity of gaining ample
experience.
"A lot of people go to graduate school [in journalism] because
they do not think they have enough
experience to enter the work force,"
Branham said.
Branham said it is not necessary to get a graduate education in
~very situation since a master's degree in journalism does not guarantee a master salary.
"If you can get a job, get a
job," Branham said. "If you have an
undergraduate degree in communications, it might be a good idea to
maybe get an MBA in order to diversify yourself," Branham said to
those interested in public relations
careers.
Branham spoke of her personal philosophy as well as her desire to get more African Americans

into the field.
Branham is the first black
and the fir st female to bead the
School of Journalism at UT-Austin.
She was appointed to the position
in August 2002 after 25 years as a
newspaper editor editorial writer
and reporter.
'
Branham then expressed
her desire to continue in her hope
to change the world through her efforts.
"If you want to save the
world, journalism is a good start,"
said Branham.
•
Although Branham's initial
intentions were to speak about the
UT graduate school, students were
also able to gain insight into the experiences of a professional journalist.
Sadia Coleman, a sophomore communications major, said,
"I really wanted to hear her experiences more than about the school. I
really liked that she is trying to diversify her program."
"I enjoyed the speaker ~d
understood where she was commg
from," said Candace Michele ?ulmer a junior mass communications
and Spanish major.
"I would just like to see
more African Americans in leadership positions and trying to make
a difference and build under?eveloped programs into someth!ng
more accredited rather th?n g?i~g
to predominantly white umvers1t1es
that have already established themselves."
The third guest lecture will
be held on Nov. 1 from 3:20 p .m. to
5 p._m. in the auditorium of the ~uvemle Justice and pgychOlogy bmlding. TI1e speaker will be Cory ~lark,
a columnist for the San .Antomo Express- ews daily newspaper.

By Alexis Benton
Panther Staff

Dr. Bill E. Orman, an alumnus and professor in the College of
Education recently passed away,
leaving behind a legacy ofleadership
and admirable deeds, along with
family and loved ones who knew
him most as an "honorable man."
Orman was born Aug. 8,
1927 and received his bachelor's in
social studies from Samuel Huston
College.
He then became a part of
the productive Panther family while
receiving his master's in education.
His determination to receive as much knowledge as he possibly could proved to be full-fledged
as he went on to receive a Ph. D. at
the University of Texas.
Orman held many positions
throughout the education system,
ranging from principal of Lampasas
High School, to supervisor with the
Texas Education Agency for the Title
I program's special population.
He was a member and
leader of the Higher Education Collaboration in Austin, as well as vicepresident of the board of Princeton
Academy in Houston.
During his years of public
service in education, Orman implemented many programs and strived
to reach others through his credo
that education should be a person's
first priority.
"He was such an inspiration to me," states Tanya Orman,

Courtesy of pvamu.edu

Gone but not forgotten :
The university mou rns t he
loss of Dr. Bil l E. Orman.
his daughter. ''There aren't enough
words to say what is in my heart,"
says Tanya who continues to support her father's vision.
Though he resided in
Houston for the past 10 years, Orman's interment was at the Prairie
View Memorial Cemetery.
Funeral services were held
on Saturday, Oct. 13 at the JohnsonPhillip All Faiths Chapel on campus.
Faculty and staff from the
College of Education extended their
condolences to family and friends.
Contributions to Orman's
visi~n can be made through the Preservmg Lampasas Organization, at
www.preservationlampasas.org.

Men's Leadership Council holds forum
year i~ male leadership. There was a
question and answer session on how
the council can better assist male
~tudents on campus. Questions like
What do you expect from the Men's
The male leaders of Prairie Leadership Council?" "What is a
View held a meeting Tuesday in the
male?" and "What is leadership?"
student lounge on the second floor were ~sked during the forum. The
of the Willie Albert Tempton Memo- council provided firm feedback.
rial Student Center.
. Dr. Michael McFrazier,
The council, consisting of
associate provost for academic and
a number of male leaders, speaks student affairs, Mark William M
weekly concerning a number of
Prairie View A&M University
weekly topics that they feel the men
2008,
and Mayor Frank Jackson
on campus should be aware of to
~erve
on
_the council. The panel was
better themselves and be progresmformative
and ready t o a·1sclose
h'
sive in their manhood.
w
I~h
steps
are
needed to take leadAndre Evans, Student Govership
to
!he
next
level on campus.
ernment Association president and
T~ere
was
a good turnout
council member, said, "I feel the
and there is
room 1or
r:
•
,, always
. .
imseminar was very successful. We
provement, Williams said.
received positive feedback from the
The council meets eve
surveys that we collected."
::~;s~y
on the second floor ~
This seminar was the be.
.
.
_
o
mas
building in the acaginning step toward a successful d
em1c affairs office.
By David Butler
L/H and A/ E Editor
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Suicide bomber on bicycle kills 29 in Iraqi town of Baqouba; kidnapped sheiks freed
By Steven R. Hurst
Associated Press Writer

BAGHDAD- A suicide
bomber rode his bicycle into a crowd
of police recruits in Baqouba on
Monday, killing at least 29 people in
a province that has become a battleground among U.S. forces, al-Qaida
militants, and Shiite radicals.
A group of Shiite and Sunni clerics, meanwhile, were rescued
one day after they were kidnapped
in the capital after meeting with the
government to discuss how to coordinate efforts against al-Qaida in
Iraq.
In a reflection of the exb·aordinary complexity of Iraq, the
U.S. military blamed a Shiite militant for the kidnapping. The military
did not reveal its evidence, but has
claimed that so-called rogue Shiite
groups are doing everything possible to stop Iraqis from joining U.S.
forces, even in the fight against the
Sunni al-Qaida in Iraq.
Suicide bombings, viewed
most often as the work of al-Qaida,
have taken a mighty toll among police and army recruits and are carried out to discourage Iraqi men
from joining the country's struggling
security forces.
Police and hospital officials
reported at least 19 people wounded
in the attack in Baqouba, the capital
of Diyala province 35 miles northeast of Baghdad. Mohammed al-Kirrawi, a doctor at the Baqouba general hospital, said most of the victims
were struck by ball bearings packed
in the bomber's suicide vest and that
the hospital lacked equipment to
save many of the wounded.
One of the wounded recruits told The Associated Press he
decided to join the police force only
after his father was killed in sectarian violence leaving him as the large
family's sole provider.
"This was an al-Qaida operation, and they were after both
Shiites and Sunnis," said Saadulden
Mohammed, a 25-year-old Shiite,
who spoke to a reporter as he was
receiving a blood transfusion.
"I was standing at the end
of the platoon. Suddenly I saw an
explosion and fire. I would have
been killed if I were standing with
my Sunni friend. He died. We had
breakfast together today," sobbed
Mohammed, who was wounded in
the back and legs.
Akram Salman, a 22-yearold Sunni, said he, too, was among
the approximately 60 recruits waiting outside the police station for a
day of training.
Salman declared the bombing an inside job because the suicide
attacker penetrated heavy security
surrounding the police camp without being searched.
He said police failed to stop
the bomber when he changed course
suddenly from the main road toward
the recruits.
"The police are infiltrated.
Many people join the police, but
they have affiliations with al-Qaida.
These infiltrators made it easy for
the bomber to attack us," he said.
"There are two main checkpoints on
the main road leading to the camp.
It would be impossible for a man on
a bicycle to pass without being properly searched."
The
kidnapped
tribal
sheiks were also from Diyala province. Contradicting original reports,
Iraqi Defense Minis~ _spokes~an

sheiks were kidnapped and that eight
were freed. He said four kidnappers
were killed and six were wounded in
the rescue operation. He did not say
who carried out the raid.
Reports on Sunday had
said seven Shiites and three Sunnis
were kidnapped as they drove out of
Baghdad after meeting with the Shiite-dominated government's adviser
for tribal affairs.
Police found the bullet-riddled body of one of the Sunni sheiks,
Mishaan Hilan, about 50 yards away
from where the ambush took place,
according to an officer, who spoke
on condition of anonymity because
he was not authorized to release the
information. The sheik was identified through the mobile phone found
on his body.

The {J.S. accused Shiite militia leader Arkan 1-iasnawi, a former
brigade cornrnaotler in the Mahdi
Army militia, of t~e kidnapping.
Hasnawi s breakaway Shiite fighters have battled al-Qaida for
control in Diyala since the terrorist
organization moved into the region
and sought to make it a headquarters. AJ-Qaida was largely driven out
of its stronghold in Iraq's westernmost province, Anbar, after Sunni
tribes rose up a~ainst the organization's brutal tactic and austere version of £slam. The U.S. military has
courted both Sunni and Shiite tribal
leader· in Diyala, hoping for a similar outcome.
Three_ months ago, radical Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr,
ordered his Malidi Army fighters to

lay down their arms for as long as
six months, but thousands of followers dissatisfied with being taken out
of the fight have broken off to form
their own groups. The U.S. military
says the rogue fighters are funded
and armed by Iran to foment violence. Iran denies the allegations.
The military said Hasnawi's actions demonstrated that he
has violated the cease-fire order and
"joined forces with Iranian-supported special groups that are rejecting
Muqtada al-Sadr's direction to embrace fellow Iraqis."
The kidnapping and the
Baqouba bombing occurred during
the first two days of Maj. Gen. Mark
Hertling's command in the volatile
region north of the capital. His 1st
Armored Division took over Sunday

OMEN'S

the

of

from the 25th Infantry Division under the command of Maj. Gen. Benjamin Mixon.
Hertling
acknowledged
Sunday that violence remained high
in the area but expressed confidence
that the military has al-Qaida on the
run.
A U.S. brigadier general
was wounded in a roadside bombing
Monday in northern Baghdad, the
military reported.
Brig. Gen. Jeffrey Dorko,
commanding general of the Gulf Region Division, was the highest-ranking American officer to be hurt since
the conflict began in March 2003.
Dorko was in stable condition and
was evacuated to Landstuhl Regional Medical Center in Germany; his
injuries were not life-threatening.
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Bremham Clinic
announces

OR.

0. NICOLE
KOCH

Obstetrics/Gynecology
Dr. D. Nicole Koch, alumni of Prairie View A&M University,
is now accepting patients In Brenham and Bellville

Brenham Clinic announces OB/GYN physician D. Nicole Koch, 0.0., practicing
obstetrics and gynecology at the Women's Center of Brenham Clinic. A graduate
of Prairie View A&M University and Michigan State University, Dr. Koch is joining
Dr. Wiley Nobles and is now accepting new patients. For an appointment please
call 979-830-0536 . Or. Koch also accepts patients at Brenham Clinic's office in
Bellville. Call 1-800-333-6153 to schedule your appointment today!

BRENHAM CLINIC
600 North Park • 979-836-61 53
235 West Palm, Bellville • 979-865-9391

Brenham Clinic Hours: Monday - Thursday 7:30 am - 7:00 pm
Friday 7:30 am - 5:00 pm • Saturday 8:00 am until noon
Bellville office hours: Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
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The Panther is a publication supported through advertising and
student activity fees. Views expressed within the publication are
not neccessarily those shared by
Prairie View A&M University or
the Texas A&M University Board
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of The Panther.
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Chivalry may not be dead, but it's on life support
This week we found
ourselves divided at The Panther as a heated debate ensued
about chivalry and why it's dying. Men against women, the
issues in our debate are a microcosm of what's affecting our
society today.
It's true that
chivalrous men still exist in society; we're not
denying this. There are
men who open the door
when they see a lady.
There are men who pick
up the tab when they
take a woman out on
a date. There are even
men who'll run out into
the rain to get the car
while a woman stands comfortable and dry within the security
of a building. They do exist, but
it seems that their numbers are
dwindling.
So the question is,
who's responsible for the lack
of chiva1ry? Is it the fault of
women, who often take it for
granted, abuse it, ignore it or
become offended by it? Or is it

the fault of men, who anticipate any
of these reactions and simply choose
to no longer make the effort?
While we agree that women's attitudes may be an obstacle
(there are some women who don't
appreciate a courteous gesture), attitude certainly isn't the only factor.

on a date. "50/so, you don't
,, I
owe me and I don't 0 we you. t
is this apprehension that drives
a woman to question whether a
man is truly approaching her,
or only her assets. In defense
of men, when a rnan ceases to
be courteous women often consider this disrespectful. We are
left wondering,
whose responsibility is it in our
society to raise
the level of mutual respect for
one another?
The Panther
staff remains divided on the issue. While there isn't a concrete
answer to the original question
of who's responsible for chiva1ry's demise, there is a solution
to help preserve it What we're
suggesting is that those chivalrous men who still exist, please
continue to open doors, please
continue to treat women with
respect and for the women who
appreciate it, express it.

By Richard White

sports Editor

Were you able to set your
Homecoming out with the events
that were provided?

"Yes, I was able to set my
Homecoming out, it was good,
but it could have been organized
better. Some events were too
crowded, and they could have
gotten rid of Sodexho."

So the question is, who's
responsible for the lack of
chivalry?

In defense of women, it's fair to say
that what is sometimes mistaken for
attitude is simply apprehension and
fear of ulterior motives. Many women hold misconceived perceptions
of what a man's true intentions are.
They ask themselves, why is he being so courteous? Could it be that he
expects something in return?
It's this same apprehension
that drives a woman to splitthe check

Sqfl. . . . .

--

"Yes, I did. It was very nice and
I enjoyed it. I really enjoyed
seeing my old friends, and the
Port Arthur Memorial Marching
Band."

Yoshura Alexander
Junior
Biology
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Homecoming and an update
ing it a success. I would like to give
a special thanks to those individua1s
who prevented outsiders from coming to our campus and ruining our
Homecoming. l will not always be
here but I hope that this concept is
remembered after my tenure, "when
we are all police... we don't need
any." So take care of your campus
and don't let anyone else destroy it.
I hope that all of you enjoyed your week full of events and
for those who did not I would suggest that you become more involved
in the planning and implementing of
the Homecoming events. The HomeAndre Evans
coming committee, which convenes
SGA President
starting in the spring semester, is
Thanks for a successful open to all students and student participation is encouraged. For more
Homecoming
The week of Home- information, contact or visit the Decoming was a complete success, partment of Student Activities and
and I would like to thank all of Leadership which is located in the
those students, alumni, and MSC Rm. 221 or (936) 261-1345.
friends who joined us in setting
our Homecoming out. Although Student Government Associathere are few who actually plan tion update
We are currently in the
the events for Homecoming, all
of you were instrumental in mak- process of seeking funding for year-

James Briers
Junior
Biology

books; it has been expressed to
me that students are interested
in preserving
ir memories
while here on "the hill."
Voting will take place
on October 29 - Tuesday, November 6 at the Waller County
Courthouse in Hempstead.
Issues to be voted on
(that I am aware of):
Ground Water Conservation
EMS and Fire Department
Representatives
We are also going to
be administering a persona1ity
assessment to all interested students on Monday, November 5,
in the Senate Chamber MSC Rm.
222. This will be a longitudina1
study to attempt to measure the
variance of personality while attending an institution of higher
learning.
For more information
on any of these issues please call:
(936) 261-1365 or email me at
sgapres@pvamu.edu or come
and visit us in the MSC Rm. 223.

"Yes I did set my homecoming
out with all the events, because
as a member of CAB, I attended
and worked each event."

Lionel Mosby, Jr.
Junior
Agriculture Economics

"Yes, because there were plenty
of events to go to, and no,
because the events were
repetitive."

Destiney Davis
Junior
Biology

For more information on any of these issues
please call: (936) 261-1365 or email me at
sgapres@pvamu.edu or come and visit us in the
MSCRm. 223.

Response to Honiecoming editorial
The editorial in the most
recent edition of The Panther presented some hasty generalizations
on what they believe exhibits Panther pride.
While the article was
clearly written on a bias, it presented valid facts about the conduct
of students during this week's past
events.
As you probably read,
"spontaneous events" included a
food fight and attacks on freshmen
in University College.
While these two events
may have seemed to be a good idea
at the time, they in no way exemplified the spirit of Homecoming and
not to mention that someone could
have been hurt.
The author(s) also mentioned another event which consisted of students streaking as a sign of
spirit in order to make Homecoming 2k7 "pop."
The author even went as

far as to state "Prairie View produces productive people, not naked
productive people. To those "Nay

course you do because you came to
the streaking and watched, you go
to hump day and you stand around

"I propose that this particular
event become a Homecoming
tradition because it creates an
atmosphere of school pride
and a bond that cannot be established in any other way."

Sayers," I pose this question, are
you in this game called life or are
you merely a spectator?
Do you "get off" on watching others enjoy college life? Of

and watch, student government
goes to vote and you stand around
and watch.
So I ask
when will your
.
you
time come when you stop stan mg

a·

around and create some memories
for the water cooler.
Don't get me wrong, I'm
not saying you should have streaked
but you shouldn't judge one for doing so.
Furthermore, I can stand
and say that this was the best
Homecoming I've ever had and the
streaking definitely was a major
part of that.
I propose that this particular event become a Homecoming tradition because it creates an
atmosphere of school pride and a
bond that cannot be established in
any other way.
As far as the school's slogan is concerned I ask that you add
a "P" to my degree because from
this day forward I believe that Prairie View produces "proud" productive people.

--Troy Charleston

VISIT

us
ONLINE
AT
PVPANTHER
.COM
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Vollevball loses in I hearlbreaker

At last, HBCU teams have own video game
By Stephen flall, ~in~ie Clark

Jenkins, :M, Antonio Silas, and
Ural Garrett .
Black College Wire

By Evan White, The Panther

The air up there: Shaun Williams takes flight for the kill.
By Sean Mitchell
Panther Staff

On Oct. 23, the Grambling
volleyball team won the first two
games then, after losing the next
two, won the fifth and deciding
game to defeat Prairie View A&M
University before 3,000 plus spectators at the William "Billy" J. Nicks
Fieldhouse.
The loss was the first in
SWAC play for the Lady Panthers,
who dropped to 6-1 in the conference and 16-10 overall while the
Lady Tigers improved to 5-1 and 1411 overall.
"I was pretty impressed
with the girls to be honest," Coach
Alicia Pete said despite the loss. "I
think they were a little cocky [at the
beginning of the game], knowing we
had already beat Grambling, but 1
think this was a wakeup call...and
an early lesson learned before we
enter the big tournament."
The teams played an intense match, with neither team

gaining more than a four-point advantage until the final game. The
Lady Tigers held on to win the first
two games (30-27, 30-28).
As the Lady Panthers'
home standing crowd began to pour
into the arena in large numbers,
Prairie View pulled off two equally
tight games (30-27, 30-28).
"I think the crowd played
a great part in encouraging the girls
and keeping them going. I couldn't
ask for a better crowd. I also thought
the band brought great energy to
the arena," said Pete.
From there, however, the
Lady Tigers jumped out to a 10-5
lead in the final game and held the
Lady Panthers at bay for the rest of
the game.
Prairie View senior Tamika
Newman and junior Ashley Campbell led the Lady Panthers with 18
kills with Newman adding five digs,
while senior Shannon Harrison had
10 kills and 12 digs. Grambling was
led by senior Sonora Strong's 24
kills and 23 digs while sophomore
Kayla Williams added 23 kills and
17 digs.

PVHousing
Hempstead
2BR/1 Bath Apt. $500/month
Call Ann 281-693-6071

SPORTS
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EA SpOrt , creator of sports
games such as ~adden, NCAA Football and Tiger Woods Golf, has a
substantial lineup, but athletics at
historically black colleges and universities have not been part of the
mix.
To address that omission
gamers will soon have the opportu~
nity to play a video game that exclusively features HBCUs.
A black-owned company
based in Baton Rouge, La., staffed
by HBCU alumni, Nerjyzed Entertainment, has created Black College
Football the Xperience (BCFx).
"Madden forgot about us
so we [are] doing it ourselves," said
Jerry Perkins, promoter for BCfx.
Jacqueline
Beauchamp,
Nerjyzed Entertainment's chief
executive officer, is an aluma of
Southern University. Brian "B-Jax"
Jackson, the creative design director
who said he came up with the idea,
is a Howard alumnus.
The game features more
than 40 HBCU football teams, as
well as their marching bands and
cheering squads. Set to hit stores on
Nov. 23 for PCs, the game's creators
expect it to be available on Microsoft's XBox 360 and Sony's Playstation 3 in February.
Currently
touring
42
HBCU campuses, 13 football classics and a number of homecoming
games, Nerjyzed stopped at Tennessee State University on Sept. 6 and
Howard University on Sept. 18. Students had an opportunity to test the
game before it hits the stands.
"It's a quality game, but it
isn't Madden," said Keimal Simpson, a fourth-year electrical engineering major at Howard, where

students tested the game in a demo
truck. Still, Simpson said, "I am going to pick it up."
However, Simpson noted
that Howard's Bison were not included in the demo mode, and might
not be in the game.
"I was disappointed I
couldn't play with Howard and other
MEAC teams," Simpson said. "Only
SWAC, CIAA and SIAC conferences
are on," referring to the Southwestern Athletic and Southern Intercollegiate Athletic conferences, and the
Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
Ashley Patton, Nerjyzed's
marketing director, said the company has a five-year contract with
three HBCU athletic conferences
- SWAC, CIAA and SIAC - as well
as the Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association and several schools
within the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference and independent HBCUs, such as Tennessee State.
It has not received clearance from all the MEAC schools to
use their teams, but hopes to have
Howard on the game in time for the
release, according to BCFx.
Jackson, the creative design director and a former employee
of EA Sports, said BCFx has been
nearly two years in the making.
Jackson said he came up
with game's concept four years ago
and is working to ensure that a new
version of the game will be released
annually, much like NCAA Football
and Madden.
When players pick a
school, a brief history of the institution appears on the screen. For Fisk
University, a short story of the Fisk
Jubilee Singers materializes.
"We wanted the game to be
as realistic as possible, so we held a
contest for motion-capture participants," Jackson said. "All of the ingame animations for the band and
cheerleaders came from [students]
at Southern University. We also

went to 30 schools to record different bands playing."
Beauchamp said, "We plan
on making a huge presence at the
Bayou Classic," the annual matchup
between Southern and Grambling
universities, "but we will also be at
the Southern Homecoming and we
have big plans that include live music and more."
A planned "jukebox" feature allows gamers to watch the
halftime sequences or listen to the
bands' music whenever they wish.
"The gaming industry is
worth $30 billion," Patton continued. "And black consumers outnumber other groups nearly 2 to 1.
Yet there [is] no game out there that
truly represents us."
At Tennessee State, Leon
Tillman, a junior agronomy major
from Marietta, Ga., said he was excited about the game's potential and
enjoyed playing the demo.
BCFx "is really good exposure for athletes at HBCUs," he
said. "Even though there were a few
issues with the game, it was very fun
to play. I'm glad the bands got included on the game as well."
Marcus Cole, a senior
therapy major at Tennessee State,
said he appreciated that the game's
creators understood that HBCUs
are commonly underrepresented in
multimedia culture, especially in
video games.
"It's cool that HBCUs are
finally getting recognition," Cole
said. "On [EA's] 'NCM,' we're horrible."
Patton said one of Nerjyzed's aims is to give back to the African American community. It plans
to do this by offering internships to
current students, she said.
"We're currently looking
for interns," Patton said. "Our staff
is composed of individuals from
various prestigious HBCUs and
we're always looking to give back to
our communities."

Seniors sent off in style; clinch tourney birth
By Cedrick Wilson
Panther Staff

The Prairie View A&M girls'
soccer team sent off their three seniors in style with a resounding 4-2
win over rival Texas Southern during
a chilly night at the Lady Panthers
soccer field.
The excitement started early
with chances of a goal by the aggressive lady Panthers' forwards which
put the Lady Tigers defense back on
their heels.
This aggression was cashed
in by a Brenda Castillo goal off of a
bobbled free kick by the TSU goalie
in the 12-minute mark. PV almost
converted two more opportunities
in minute 18 but both were off target
and hit the post and crossbar respectively.
Soon thereafter, Brenda
Castillo hammered home her second
of the match in minute 19 off of an excellent ball from the back line.
The Lady Panther defense

was strong all night which allowed
the forwards and midfielders to control the ball without fear of repercussions from the Tiger defense.
Kaleena Marshall, one of
the aforementioned seniors, joined
in on the action with a rocket into the
upper netting in minute 27.
The next minute, the Lady
Panthers scored again off of a cross
and an excellent run. The Lady Panthers trotted off the field at halftime
with a comfortable 4-0 lead.
In the second half, both
teams displayed why they are bitter
rivals; the game became more physical, tackles became a little harder,
and TSU refused to quit. TSU finally
broke through in minute 61 with a
goal from Melissa Rocheford after
she slid the ball by goalie Jessica Garcia. On the play, the two collided and
Garcia was injured, much to the chagrin of the pro- Lady Panther crowd.
Garcia received ice treatment on the bench where she watched
the rest of the game.
After about 20 minutes
of up and down action with Prairie
View controlling the midfield, the

aggressive play bubbled over resulting with a brief on-field fight involving Emily Scarborough and a TSU
midfielder. According to witness accounts. The TSU player incited the
incident by pushing Scarborough.
Both players received red cards and
therefore sat out for the remainder
of the game.
TSU scored in the 84th minute off a thru-ball from the midfield,
but the late goal was not enough to
secure a win and the Lady Panthers
coasted to the victory.
The other senior, Brianna
Moutett, played stout defense and
shut off the left flank of the Lady
Tigers offense. Moutett also made
important clears including some on
potential goal-scoring opportunities.
Though these integral seniors will be missed, it appears that
the Lady Panthers will continue to be
a factor in the SWAC.
Congratulations to the Lady
Panthers on a successful season and
qualifying for the SWAC Tournament. The SWAC Tournament will
be played Nov. 7-11 in Lake Charles,
Louisiana.

PV cross country men fini sh 2nd ; women place 5th
By Richard White
Sports Editor
The Prairie View men's
and women's cross country teams
traveled to Jackson, Miss., Oct. 29
for the SWAC cross country championships. The teams performed their
best but came up short of bringing
ho~e the hardware. The ladies finished fifth on the five-kilometer run

with the time a 1:45:38. The men
finished second in the eight-kilometer run with a time of 2:16:05.
Second-generation Prairie
View cross country runner Cecil Shy
said, "We did very well, everybody
ran their best time. That's all you
can ask for, that everyone perform
their best." Third to cross the finish line, but first to cross for Prairie
View was Alonzo Thomas. Matthew
Jones followed close behind finishing sixth, with Ashton Brown fin-

ishing seventh, and Roland De.Jean
finishing ninth.
On the women's side, Viktoria Manuel finished first for the
Lady Panthers, but 17th in competition; directly behind her was
Dominique Martin. Victoria Cantu
finished 21st, and Claribel Quiroz
finished 22nd.
The teams represented
Prairie View to the best of their ability. Overall, the season has been full
of progress and achievement.
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Here's a top 10 list of desired
jobs from Prairie View students
By Jacqueline S. Sadberry
Panther Staff

Well folks, the results
are in. I conducted surveys to find
out what profession Prairie View
students want after graduation, and
why others picked that particular
job. After going through a list of
desired careers, here are the top ten
jobs for 2007.
10. ARMY/ROTC

Yes, pursing a military
career is considered a job. At
number ten, the Army ROTC is
holding strong.
You'd have to
admire anyone who'd be willing to
give their life for this country. For
all of those soldiers out on the front
lines, working behind the scenes, or
waiting to be deployed, we all hope
that you come home safe.
9.SPORTS
Baseball, golf, basketball,
football, soccer; if you've got the
talent, then why waste it? Get out
there and get ready, ladies and gents,
because it's game time! Please, try to
focus on perfecting your craft; save
that flashy lifestyle for another day.
By the way, handle your business;
we don't need another Michael Vick
or Kobe Bryant.

8. SOCIAL WORK
That's right. Social workers
come in at number eight. These
guys deal with families and children,
abuse cases, people with mental
illness, and they can be found in
hospitals, substance abuse centers,
nursing homes, and working for
government agencies such as Child
Protective Services (CPS). Yes, there
were some slim pickings in this one;
social workers certainly have their
work cut out for them. As the saying
goes, it's a tough job but somebody's
got to do it.

7.TEACHERS
Whether it's teaching the
youngsters, or dishing out 20-page
essay assignments to big kids in
college, the teachers are at number
seven. Sure, it may not be the
coolest job in the world, but it's still
worthwhile to help a child succeed.
Just ask Shelia Williams, "I would
enjoy teaching children, I want
children to learn how to read, write,
and how important it is to get an
education.'' Remember, everybody,
the children are our future.
6. ENfERTAINMENT
Sitting at number six, it
appears there's a strong interest
in the entertainment industry.
Music producer, choir director,
singer, actor/actress, sound design,

movie director; thev're all here.
You never know wh; might be the
next big thing, so Jet's show our
entertainment people some love in
their dreams of success.
Sophomore Glenn Littles
told me the story to his dream, "Well,
I have been a fan of go pel music for
year , and also a musician of it. And
to make a long story short, God ha
led me in this direction to produce
music only for the glorifying of hi
name. My whole family is musically
inclined so they have been my main
source of inspiration after the head
source, the Lord God. I feel that if I
do this, it can be a better way for me
to minister in a career I love and still
make a living."

trouble ... can I call on one of you
guys?

4. ENTREPRENEUR
We've got a lot of people
who want to start their own
businesses.
Just remember, I
get five percent of everything
guys ...Just kidding (we all know
that PVAMU beat me to that
one). Want to own your own
barbershop? Go for it. Thinking
of going into management? Do
what you do, baby. Want to invest
in black business? Hey, I won't
stop you. And don't let anyone
else either. Hey, if Chris Gardner
could go from being homeless to a
billionaire, then surely anyone can
do it.

5.LAW

Looks like our peers
studying law have come in fifth.
Sure, not everybody likes lawyers,
but all I can say to that is to 'shake
dem haters' off; they'll probably be
the main ones calling you up when
they're getting sued, or want to file
a lawsuit. A couple of careers that
popped up in thi field were U ..
marshal and detective.
Imagine
that, a detective. I'm sure Nancy
Drew would be proud. You know
Nancy Drew, the gu-1 who solved
those mysteries? Wei\, anyway, let's
just get to the number four spot.
Oh, by the way, if I get into some ...

3. ENGINEERJNG
We
definitely
have
quite a few engineers roaming
around
on
campus,
don't
we?
Computer engineering,
mechanical engineering, chemical
engineering; they're everywhere.
I asked freshman Jamila Busby
what made her want to be an
engineering major and she said,
"My uncle helped raise me, and he
has a career in engineering, and
he inspired me to go into it." So
you see folks, remember that it's
not always about the moeny Well,
sometimes anyway.

•
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2. ARCHITECTURE

They're making those million
dollar mansions, luxurious hotels, and
beautiful buildings with that certain
modern touch (oh yeah, you architects
know you're bad). Sophomore Edgar
Torres says his reason for choosing
architecture is "because I know how
to draw, and I like sketching and
designing buildings." Maybe some of
you could come back and 'pimp out'
our campus, starting with the MSC of
course. You know how crowded it gets
in there! Help us out.

MEDICINE
Considering that PVAMU is
known for its superb nursing program,
it's no wonder why we have so many
nursing majors out there. And it's not
just nurses, we've got doctors, too.
Pediatricians, OBGYN, psychiatrists
(and a few of us around here could
use one); freshman Maria Carranza
told me how she felt about going into
pediatrics, "because I want to relieve
the pain of children, take care of
them." Wow, you want to take care of
my kids?
And so, that concludes the
Top Ten Jobs for 2007. To those that
didn't make the list, just remember
that as long as you do well in your
neld, you should still consider yourself
number one. Keep your eyes on the
prize, and be sure to mention who you
rooted for when you leave here.
1.

Join radio and
TV broadcaster
Tavis Smiley and
find out how you
can become a leader
and leverage your
skills into a lifetime
of success.

FREE T-SHIRT
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PV graduate
makes moves
on hit TV show

UIT

Abernathy makes transition into the real world through reality TV
By Mike James
Panther Staff

Exciting news, Prairie
View Panthers. One of our very own
has become a star on 1V. Prairie
View graduate and Sigma Tau
Theta fraternity member, Lonnie
Abernathy is starring in the BET
reality series College Hill Interns.
Seen by millions of
television viewers nationwide, the
reality series is a spin off of College
Hill, a reality show about black
college students living on campus.
BET recently held a national talent
search and picked Lonnie Abernathy
and nine other college students
out of hundreds of applicants to
record their experiences on national
television.
"Lonnie Abernathy was
one of my better students, he
worked for me as a Hilliard Hall
lab assistant and video editor, he is
very dedicated to his studies and to
his work, and I am very proud of his
accomplishments," Dr. Afif Arabi,
professor of communications at
Prairie View, said.
Brent Watson, president
of Sigma Tau Theta, says, "Lonnie
has always been a hard worker
in whatever he does, and it is not
surprising that he is as successful as
he is."
I
recently
had
a
conversation with Lonnie and this is
what was discussed:

is

the

career.

How has attending PV helped,
if any, in getting you on the
show?
Well,IthinkthatthefactI graduated
from a historically black college
kind of swayed their vote. I believe
there were only two or three of us
who went to a HBCU. Definitely
if I hadn't attended Prairie View I
probably would not have chosen
the communication path and who
knows what I would be doing right
now.

Any problem on the set?
A little bit of drama but nothing
major.

What has the experience of
being on the show been like?
Well it's still kind ofearly so it hasn't

What have you learned from
this experience?
Always be on your toes because you
never know what can happen and
when your card is pulled you have
to be ready to perform.
Do you have a strategy to
winningontheshow?
Yeah, it's simple, out-compete
everyone else.
Have you met or made friends,
and/or become lovers with any
celebrities?
Yeah, I have met a lot of celebrities
but being from California, that's
nothing new, as fa,• as lover·s go,
me and Halle Beny had a physical
relationship for a bit but I had to let
her go, she started to get sprung.
(joking as if you didn't know)
Doyougetalongwith everybody
on the set? Any enemies?
I was cool with everyone on the set.

Photo courtesy or BET

really set in yet that I'm on TV, the
producers told me to give it a few
months and I will begin to notice a
definite change, so I guess I would
have to answer that question in a
few months.
Have you made any new
friends?
Ofcourse! I havegainedfriendships
with all my cast mates that I'm sure
will last a lifetime.

What should we watch out for
in the coming episodes?
A lot of partying and drama, it's
going to be crazy.
When are you coming back to
PV?
I don't know, I will try to make it
back soon.

Anything else you want to say?
I just want to say 'thank you'
to everyone who supported me
Any romance on the set?
throughout this entire_ proc~ss,
Yeah, there was a love connection especially to the Prame Vzew
but you have to tune in and see who communications
department
it's between.
at Hilliard Hall and Sigma
Tau
Theta
communications
Made any contacts that could fratemity for presenting me
open doors for your career in with the opportunities to learn
the industry?
and better myself in the field of
Yea I was able to meet a lot of communications. 1ime in every
individuals who can help my Tuesday at JO p.m.

What made you interested in
doing the 1V project?
Actually the idea of applying for
this position on the show came
from another member of Sigma
Tau Theta. She was applying for
the show and convinced me to do
the same. A lot of individuals had a
role helping me obtain this goal.
Where
taped?

The show was taped in Chicago.

show being

The Answers
Weekly Update for Freshmen

.

A BIG PANTHER THANKS TO
ALL THE STUDENTS, STAFF
AND FACULTY THAT WORKED
ON THE HOMECOMING
2007 ACTMTIES!!

By Sean Mitchell

Panther Staff
The race to have the most
stylish shoes can sometimes be
more of a marathon as guys buy
various types of shoes for various
reasons. But what is the big deal
with the need to obtain so many
pairs of shoes, especially when that
is only one aspect of a person?
"I think they do it to
stay in style because shoes stand
out from what you wear," said
freshman Marcus West. "They do
it for fashion, to impress girls and
so they'll try to feel good about
themselves," says another unnamed
freshman.
To test if this was true, a
female was asked why she thought
males tried to obtain stylish shoes
and whether she found the trend to
be attractive for men.
"I think it's attractive,
but if they can't afford them, they
shouldn't do it," said freshman
Sherree Cooper. "I think it's only
for showing off, fashion to show
everybody," she added.
Affordability could become
less of an issue as a new style
could possibly emerge in Stephon
Marbury's line of shoes, known
as Starbury's. The shoes, sold
at Steve & Barry's clothing outlets,
are available at a reasonable price
of $15 a pair.
The success of Marbury's
campaign, however, seems unl_ike(y
to some since the general behef 1s

that the reasonable price would be a
deterent.
"If people don't see the
name brand [and assumed expensive
price] they won't buy them:"
Cooper said. Sophomore Reggie
Allen agreed, stating, "I don't see it
because people don't want to wear
anything cheap since most go for the
high priced shoes and brands.
The majority of people
choose to purchase expensive styles,
such as Jordans, Air Force Ones, or
some other type ofNikes. Ice Cream's
and A Bathing Apes may challenge
in the near future because some
rappers and singers have been seen
wearing them. The question for the
near future seems to be whether Air
Force Ones will continuetodominate
the market? If not, will challengers,
such as the two just mentioned, be
the standard of excellence?
"Forces are the trend," said
junior Sam Paul. "It all depends
on the designer and what they d o.
Individual choices also determine
what trends get set," be added.
And thankfully, Paul is not
one to follow a trend.
"I don't do what's in
style," he said. "If I see people
rockin' Forces, I try to do something
different because it's unique doing
my own thing."
So while some don't bend
to the pressures of the main trends
set in popular culture, it seems that
most are comfortable following them
to stay with the current fashion and
tcy to fit in.
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DAYS
UNTIL
FINALS

y must hsve had a grade of'C' (OR'S') or better In your developmental class (es} at mid-terms to be
a:i: to pre-register for spring 2008.
Check out the foUowlng URL: http://calendars.pvamu.edu/ for illformation about our Quick THEA
testing schedule or caJI 936-261-3610.

MIDTERMS ... WHAT HAPPENED?! BLDG 39 will discuss this issue with their
Faculty Fellow, Ms. Bridgett McGowen-Hawkins, on 11/7 at 4 PM in the 1st floor
meeting room.
.
Congratulations to BLDG 40's Football and Volleyball teams for winnmg the UC
Championships!!
A UC 'SHOUT OUT' to Arnetta Wiggans for being a Big Sister at the Jones
Intermediate School!!
UC nts to honor some of our ACADEMIC SUPERSTARS following the midwa essment period· Quodesia Johnson, Erin Reed, Shelly Schoberg, Tiffany
term ass
·
'
tt
d Arisa Banks, Ramone' Gordon, Loren Baxter, Joii Duke, Jaque a Edward,
War_
Alexis'c·bson
•
, Britteny Jackson, Latarvia
, Moore, Phillip Robbins, Vanessa Walker.
Watch this space for MORE Superstars.

1. First off, wasn't this the best Homecoming ever? 2. Or did the li~ts on
at the step show after party kill any ch~nce? 3. At the step sbo~, ~1d the
Sigmas' segment remind you of the miAKAs but_ worse? 4. D1dn t they
hit that "skeee weee" a little too well? 5. Who believes the~e s~ould be a
-count for the step show results? 6. Even though they dtdn t compete
re ainst each other is it even possible to think the Ques can beat KKPsi?
ag It ·s okay to dr~ though, right? 8. Who was the fat girl walking
;~ou~d the Village in her bra and ~anties?_g. Isn't that a little beyond the
whole streaking events? 10. Who 1s the girl who works at S~exho and
looks like Wanda from In Living Color? 11. _How man~_one mght stands
red over the weekend? 12. Good tbmg those Jtmmy hats were
occ~ out at hump day right? 13. Does it suck that they were Lifestyles?
pas~o was at Las Fue~tes watching porn and stealing liquor? 15. How
14
· people set their Homecoming out by turning themselves out? 16. Is
::~~hy everyone is so crunk to repeat it ~fter the DJ says it? 17: Why is
1s the boy that spent his whole
th ere so much drama in the UC? 18. Who
,
h' ?
I th th
yment check on a girl who doesn t want 1m. 19. s at e same
overpa
call h ·
h·
guy who calls his sister every time after someone
s 1m out 1s name?
20 _ What do you think?

.
ent only· The questions submitted are not the ·views of The Panther.
This is for entertamm
s
ink? Please bring your comments and questions to Rm. 219 M C or
Want tote11 us wha I yoU th
·
h d' et·
fTh p th
e an er.
e-mml. us at panth er@pvamu ·edu · Questions are pnnted nt t e 1scr ion o

i,
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n_da_r_ &_E_ve_n_t_s_~I.

L.__ _

Thursday, Nov. 1

Friday, Nov. 2

Saturday, Nov. 3

Sigma Gamma Rho
Seminar: God and Greeks
Pt. I, New Science Rm.
103

Music & Drama
Lend Me A Tonor Production, Recital Hall

Music & Drama
Lend Me A Tonor Production. Recital Hall

Phi Beta Sigma
Annual Sleep-Out for
Cancer Donations, MSC
Foyer
SGA
Pep Rally, Dome
Phj Mu Alpha
Jam Session, Choir Room
KappaAlpha Psi
Driving While Black, New
Science Bldg. Rm. A l Ol

Recruitment
Recruitment Event, BaJlroom & Auditorium
CAB
E-Board Meeting, Conference Rm. 203
Phi Beta Sigma
Sleep Out for Cancer, Gym

Delta Sigma Theta
Delta GEMS, WR Banks
Rm. 202

Sunday, Nov. 4

Monday, Nov. 5

Tuesday, Nov. 6

Music & Drama
Lend Me A Tonor Production. Recital Hall

Xi Delta Chi
Speed Dating, Student
Center Lounge

Priority Registnttion BEGINS for Spring Semester

Phi Beta Sigma
Educational Session, Delco
Rm. 240

'
Xi Delta Chi
Penny Drive. MSC Outside
Delta Sigma Theta
Annual Men's Appreciation Seminar, New Science
Rm.AIOJ
AJ pha Lambda Omega
Seminar: Graduation, Electrical Engineering Rm. 139
Gamma Phi Delta
Graduation,'A'flimal Science Auditorium

Wednesday, ·Nov. 7
Cooperative Extension
Vision Screenings, MSC
Auditorium Rm . J 11
Cooperative Extension
What Type Are You
Diabete!> Health Fair, MSC
Foyer

CAB
Panther Palooza, Clearly
You, Student Lounge
CAB
Panther Palooza, 2nd Floor
Lobby
Frederick Douglas Institute
Americans For Informed
Democracy, Ballroom
Section B

